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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives some sufficient conditions for the finite presentability of 
nilpotent-by-abelian groups. The general question of deciding whether a 
particular soluble group admits a finite presentation has received con- 
siderable attention in recent years; see the review article of Strebel [lo] for 
a discussion of the work to 1984. In particular, we want to draw attention 
to three papers particularly relevant to the topic of this paper. 
Firstly, Bieri and Strebel have given in [4] a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the finite presentation of a metabelian group; the present 
work is based on their methods. The sufficient condition was extended by 
McIsaac in [7] to a condition for the finite presentation of a split extension 
of a group of nilpotency class 2 by an abelian group. In a major work, 
Abels [2] deals with finite presentability of arithmetic groups. His work 
shows, for example, that soluble arithmetic groups corresponding to con- 
nected algebraic groups are finitely presented if and only if the metabelian 
quotient is finitely presented and the multiplier (the second homology with 
trivial coefficients) of the derived group is finitely generated as a module for 
the group. This therefore gives a superb answer to the question for 
arithmetic groups but it is not clear to what extent such results are 
available for general abstract groups. We return briefly to this later in this 
introduction. 
The aim of this paper is to carry the sufficient condition given by 
McIsaac considerably further. We remove the restriction that the extension 
involved be split and widen the condition considerably. In particular we 
make use of the Jacobi identity which did not figure in McIsaac’s treat- 
ment. We also extend the results to the case where the nilpotent normal 
subgroup has arbitrary nilpotency class. 
To describe our results, we need to introduce some notation and to 
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The techniques used to prove Theorem A also prove an apparently 
weaker theorem which we have, however, not been able to lit neatly into 
the same proof. We therefore record it here although we do not prove it 
other than giving some brief comments in Section 5. 
THEOREM B. Suppose that, for each i in the range 1 < i < c, the following 
holds: 
if x belongs to the complemept of C(M,) and y belongs to the comple- 
ment of C(A4,) then the set {x, y} lies in an open hemisphere of S(Q). 
Then G is finitely presented. 
Either of these theorems yields the following result which enables the 
deduction of finite presentation from a condition which depends on the 
metabelian quotient only. Recall that a ZQ-module M is said to be k-tame 
if every k-element subset of the complement of C(M) lies in an open 
hemisphere of S(Q). 
COROLLARY C. Let G be as in (1.1). If M, is (c + 1 )-tame then G is 
finitely presented. 
We turn next to two examples. Firstly, Theorem A does make progress 
over previously known results. 
EXAMPLE 1. There is a finitely presented group G which satisfies the 
assumptions of Theorem A (with c = 2) but does not satisfy McIsaac’s 
condition. It does not even satisfy the weaker condition obtained from 
condition (2) of Theorem A by replacing C,(M,) by Z(M,). 
The details are given in Section 5. 
The amount of progress possible with these techniques does, however, 
seem to be limited. 
EXAMPLE 2. There is a finitely presented group G which is nilpotent-of- 
class-2-by-abelian but which does not satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem A. 
This group, in fact, appears to have the same C-sets as a non-finitely 
presented group. We again give details in Section 5. 
The fact that we have been able to obtain a much wider sufficient condi- 
tion for finite presentability by means of the Z,(M) rather than the Z(M) 
may be significant and accordingly we pose a question. Let G be as in ( 1.1) 
and, for each prime p, let N,, be the p-localisation of N (in the sense of, 
for example, Warfield [ 11 I). Let G, denote the extension of N, by Q 
corresponding to that of N by Q. (See Section 2.2 for further details.) It can 
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easily be seen from metabelian examples that the set of all these G, does 
not determine the finite presentability of G. But we do not know the answer 
to the following. 
QUESTION. Does the finite presentation of G depend only on the set of all 
p-localisations G, of G together with the metabelian quotients of G? 
The work of Abels in [2] shows that a similar statement is true for 
soluble arithmetic groups. 
This paper originated during conversations ome years ago with Robert 
Bieri. I record a considerable debt of gratitude to him, both for those 
conversations and for pointing out an error in an earlier version of this 
paper. 
2. PRESENTING THE GROUPS 
In this section we lay sufficient groundwork to describe a presentation of 
the nilpotent-by-abelian group G. 
2.1. As in the introduction, we will denote by G a finitely generated 
nilpotent-by-abelian group which is an extension of the form 
{l)-N-G-Ire- (1) (2.1) 
with N nilpotent of class c and Q a finitely generated abelian group. The 
terms of the lower central series of N will be denoted by yk(N) (so that 
y,(N) = N and yr+ ,(N) = { 11). We will also denote yk(N)/yk+ ,(N) by M,; 
then Mk has a natural structure as a module over the integral group ring 
ZQ of Q. 
We make here a couple of straightforward simplifications to the general 
case. Firstly, as Q is finitely generated abelian it has a free abelian sub- 
group Q, of finite index in Q. Denote the corresponding subgroup 
of G (that is, the complete inverse image of Q, under x) by G,. Then 
G1 has finite index in G and so G, is finitely presented if and only if G 
is finitely presented. The embedding of Q, into Q induces a map of 
the corresponding C-sets. By Proposition 2.3 of [4] and the evident 
generalisation from C to Z’p this map is a bijection. So the conditions of 
Theorem A will hold for Gi if and only if they hold for G. Thus it will 
suffice to work with G, rather than with G. To ease notation we shall 
simply assume that Q = Q, ; that is, that Q is free abelian-say of finite 
rank n. 
We also observe here that the assumptions of Theorem A pass to the 
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quotient G/y,(N). Denote the complement of a set Z(-) by Cc(-). Firstly, 
assumption (1) also implies that every (c- 1)-element subset of C”(M,) 
must lie in an open hemisphere of S(Q); thus the version of assumption (1) 
for G/y,(N) is also satisfied. Secondly, a c-element subset of Z%(M,) must 
be also a c-element subset of C’(M, ) and so, by assumption (1 ), must lie 
in an open hemisphere of S(Q). Hence a strong version of assumption (2) 
is satisfied for G/y,(N). Arguing by induction on c-and beginning with 
the well-known fact that finitely generated metabelian groups have the 
maximum condition on normal subgroups-it follows that G/y,(N) is 
finitely presented for every id c. The main consequences of this which we 
shall use will be the facts 
(1) each Mi is finitely generated as HQ-module; 
(2) G/y,(N) is finitely presented. 
We also fix, for the remainder of the paper, a free group F with basis Y-. 
We shall assume that Y is in one to one correspondence with a free abelian 
group basis of Q. By choosing preimages under R for the elements 
corresponding to this basis of Q, we can factor the map from F to Q 
through rc. Thus we can regard F as acting on N by a composition of this 
map from F to G and conjugation within G. In the interests of reducing 
notation we shall write nf, where n E N and fe F, to represent he image of 
the action off on n. We shall also identify the set Y with its image in G. 
We will need to order Y in some arbitrary way-say Y = {t,, . . . . tn}. Then 
an ordered word in F is a word of the form t:’ . . . t:. The set of all ordered 
words in F is denoted by F*. It is clear that there is a bijection between 
Q and F*. If f E F then there is a unique word in F*, which we denote f *, 
so that f *y*(F) = f?,(F). 
Following the account in [4], we now expand on the use of Hom(Q, R) 
and the sphere S(Q). The reduction made earlier implies that Q is a free 
abelian group of rank n and so is isomorphic to Z”. Thus there is an 
embedding 19~ : Q H 08”. The dual map 0:: Hom(lR”, W) --, Hom(Q, R) is 
easily seen to be an isomorphism. Also, if we furnish R” with the usual 
Euclidean inner product (-, -) then we can identify R” with Hom(R”, R) 
by letting x E R correspond to the function (x, -) E Hom(R”, R). Thus we 
have an isomorphism between Hom(Q, R) and R”. 
We then have the following diagram, where s(Q) denotes the unit sphere 
in R”. 
Hom(Q, R) - S(Q) 
6 I/ T 
F-Q - R” - s(Q) 
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Here the horizontal map Hom(Q, R) + S(Q) is obtained by taking 
equivalence classes as described in the introduction. The vertical map 
s(Q) -+ S(Q) is simply obtained by combining the other three sides of the 
square in which it lies. We denote by 8: F + R” the map obtained by com- 
bining 8, with the natural projection from F onto Q. 
We will use these maps to identify, as far as possible without further 
comment, R” with Hom(Q, R) and s(Q) with S(Q). Note that if XES(Q) 
corresponds to [x] E S(Q), then x(q) = 2(x, f?,(q)) for all qE Q and some 
1> 0. In particular, x(q) > 0 if and only if (x, B(q)) > 0. Since the notation 
lo(f)I for the length of an element of So F will occur very frequently, we 
will usually abbreviate it by just IfI. Similarly, x(6)(f)) will be abbreviated 
by x(f). If XE R” then the unit vector in the direction of x will be denoted 
by 2. 
We want to discuss distances in S(Q) = s(Q) and there are at least three 
possible ways to do this. The inner product of the (unit) vectors x and y 
will be denoted by (x, y ), Ix - y( will denote the usual Euclidean distance, 
and d(x, y) will denote the spherical distance (that is, distance on s(Q) 
when embedded in IV). Note that 
(4 Y> = cos(4x, Y)) and Ix-yJ=(2-2(x,y)p2. (2.2) 
In particular, the (local) metrics definable from the various concepts of 
length on S(Q) are equivalent. We shall usually use whichever is the most 
convenient. 
2.2. The p-local Invariant. Let G and the extension (2.1) be as in the 
previous subsection. We begin with a brief discussion of the “p-localisa- 
tions” of N and G. 
Although our main interest here is in the case where p is a rational 
prime, it will be convenient to extend our notation to allow the possibility 
that p is either 0 or co. In our discussion of the “p-local” case below, the 
“0-1ocalisation” of a nilpotent group is the Mal’cev completion (or the 
n-localisation, where n is the empty set of primes) and the “co-1ocalisation” 
is just the group itself together with the identity mapping. If n is a rational 
integer then n is said to be a p’-number if p does not divide n. When p = 0 
this should be interpreted as an empty condition and when p = cc it should 
be interpreted as saying that n = _+ 1. 
As N is nilpotent, we may form the p-localisation N, of N as described, 
for example, in Chapter 8 of Warfield [ 111. This construction is sufficiently 
universal that every automorphism of N yields an automorphism of N,. It 
is also defined in such a way that, for an abelian group A, A, z A 0, Ho,) 
(see the remark preceding Lemma 8.1 of [l I]). By Corollary 8.14 of [ 111, 
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That is, the localisation of an abelianisation is the abelianisation of the 
localisation. 
The extension (2.1) yields a factor system of N by Q (see, for example 
[9]). It is then a routine verification that the natural map N+ N, together 
with the induced map Aut(N) + Aut(N,) defines a corresponding factor set 
of Np by Q so that the following diagram commutes: 
w- 
11 ‘-i’-i-‘i’ (2.3) 
(l}-N,-G,-Q- (11 
We will refer to G, as the “p-1ocalisation of G”-as we described in the 
introduction. 
The major step of this section is to extend Proposition 2.1 of [4] 
concerning C(M,) to a similar result on C,(M,) (k = 1, c). Firstly, 
however, we need a technical result. This parallels the well-known fact that 
a subset of a nilpotent group generates the group if it generates modulo the 
commutator subgroup. The result is probably well known but since we 
have been unable to find a reference in the literature we include a proof 
here. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N be a nilpotent group and let p be a prime. Let K be 
a subgroup of N so that the natural map 
is an isomorphism. Then, for all a EN, there exists a PI-number k so that 
akEK. 
Proof: By Theorem 8.11 of [ 111, p-localisation is an exact functor. 
Applying p-localisation to the exact sequence 
i 1 > --, KYAWYAN) --) N/Y,(N) + N/KY,(N) --) { 1 > 
we therefore obtain an exact sequence 
11) + (KY,(W/Y,(W, + (N/Y,(N)), --f W/KY,(N)), + (11. 
As the map (Ky,(N)/y,(N)),+ (N/y,(N)), is, by assumption, an iso- 
morphism it follows that (N/Ky,(N)), is trivial. Thus, using Theorem 8.9 of 
[ 111, N/KY,(N) is p’-torsion. 
We shall prove by induction on the class c of N. The result is vacuous 
if c =0 so suppose that the result is true when N/y,(N) replaces N and 
Ky,(N)/y,(N) replaces K. 
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Let [a,, . . . . ac] be a left-normed commutator of weight c in N. By the 
inductive assumption there exist, for each i = 1, . . . . n, p’-numbers kj E B with 
ak’~Ky~(N). Recalling that y,.(N) is central in N, we have 
Ca 1, . . . . a, 1 k, k<- - [a;‘, . . . . u:] E K. 
The subgroup y,(N) is generated by commutators of weight c and so, for 
each do y,(N), there exists a p’-number k E Z with dk E K. 
Let UE N. By the inductive assumption, there exists a p’-number k E Z 
with 
k a =a,a, 0, E K a2 E Y,(N). 
But, as we have just shown, there also exists a p’-number 1 E Z with a: E K. 
Thus ak’= (al u2)l = u: ui E K (recall that y,.(N) is central). Since kl is also 
a p’-number, we have the required result. 
We use this result in the following description of 2,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let [x] E S(Q). 
(1) Let Y; be a finite generating set for N as G-operator group. Then 
[x] E .E,,(M1 ) if and only if, for each a E Y; , there exists a relation 
an = (aTl)el . . . (aR,,)+ (2.4) 
with aiEg, g,EF*, ei E { f I}, x( gi) > 0, and n a p’-number. 
(2) Let g be a finite generating set for y,(N) as G-operator group. 
Then [x] E ,Z,(M,) if and only if; for each a E x., there exists a relation 
an = (agl)El . . . (agm)em 
with gi E F*, ei = f 1, x( g,) > 0 and n a PI-number. 
ProoJ Since (2) is similar to (1) but is little more than a restatement 
of known results, we prove (1) in detail and then just outline the main 
differences for the proof of (2). 
(1) Suppose, firstly, that relations of type (2.4) exist. For a E M, , let 
5 denote the image of a in M, 0 i&,). Observe that the action of F on N 
extends to one on N/y,(N) = M, and so to an action of F on M, @i&,). 
Clearly the derived group of F acts trivially on M, and so we have an 
action of F/y,(F) on MI. Switching to additive notation for M,, we there- 
fore have a relation 
n.ti=e,g,.ti,+ ... +e,g,.ii, 
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and so, as n is invertible in Zo,), a relation of the form 
(?=e;g,.ti,+ -.. +e~g;ii, 
with ei E ZCp) and, as before, ai E YI and x( gi) > 0. Using the arguments of 
Proposition 2.1 of [4] (see also the comment in Section 1.2 of [S]), it is 
easy to deduce that [x] E C,(M,). 
Suppose, conversely, that [x] ECJM,). Then M, @Z,,, is finitely 
generated as a &)Q,-module and so, by the references just cited, is 
generated by Y; as H(,,Q,-module. Thus, the set 
generates MI 0 ZCpI as ECpI -module. (The references actually give the case 
where the inequality is not strict but the changes necessary are minor.) Let 
9” = {sf: f~ F*, x(f) > 0, s E Y;}. 
Then the image of 9” in MI @ Zo,) via the natural map given by 
N++~,-,~,O‘&, 
equals 9”. This image therefore generates M, @ Zo,). Denoting by K the 
subgroup of N generated by Y”, we have that 
that is, (KYAWYAW), = (N/YAW),. 
Now apply Lemma 2.1 to show that, for every a E N, there is a p’number 
n with a” E K. The lemma follows immediately. 
(2) The proof is very similar to that of part (1). We replace M, by 
M, and continue as before using, however, only the results of [4,5]. By 
Proposition 2.1 of [4] we can ensure that, in distinction to part (1 ), all the 
ai involved are equal to a. 
2.3. Neighbourhoods of the Invuriunts. The aim of this subsection is to 
extend the properties of Z-sets described in Theorem A to corresponding 
properties when the complements of the sets are replaced by an open 
neighbourhood. The Z-sets themselves are then replaced by a compact 
subset and this then allows a compactness argument as used in [4]. 
Firstly some notation. If E is a positive real number and X is a subset of 
S(Q), then define 
N(X, E) = { y E S(Q): d(y, x) -c E for some x E X}. 
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Thus M(X, E) is an open set-the “s-neighbourhood” of X. We will usually 
use this when X is the complement of a C-set and it will be convenient o 
have a second notation 
Jv’(X, E) = dqx”, E)‘, 
where (-)” denotes the set-theoretic complement within S(Q). Thus 
N’(Z, E) = X(X’, E)’ and so is a closed subset of Z. By a spherical 
polyhedron we mean a finite union of finite intersections of closed 
hemispheres of a sphere. It follows from Theorem E of [3] that all the 
complements of Z-sets which we consider are spherical polyhedra. We use 
this in the next lemma which is a technical preparation for the subsequent 
proposition. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Ci?, and lJz be polyhedral subsets of S(Q). Then there 
exist positive real numbers Ed and K such that, for all E > 0 with E < Ed, 
Proof: Call a finite intersection of closed hemispheres of S(Q) a convex 
closed polyhedron. Then 52, and s2* can be written as a finite union of 
convex closed polyhedra. If 
then there exist convex polyhedra 52; and J.2; which are components (in the 
above union) of 52, and 52, so that 
x E .Aqi2;, E) n .Aqi?;, E). 
Suppose that s0 has been chosen small enough so that the above implies 
that S2; n ~2; is non-empty. If the result is true whenever Sz, and 52, are 
convex polyhedra, then we can easily apply it to show that it is also true 
in the general case. 
Thus it will suffice to assume that L2, and Sz, are convex polyhedra. 
A simple inductive argument enables a further reduction to the case where 
L2, (say) is a single closed hemisphere. The proof can then be completed by 
writing down explicitly the inequalities needed to defme IR, and sZz and by 
showing that it is possible to find suitable values for s0 and K. We omit the 
routine computations which are necessary. 
We now turn to the question of “thickening” the conditions of 
Theorem A. To interpret the statements involving containment in an open 
hemisphere, note that a subset X of S(Q) lies in an open hemisphere 
precisely when there is UE S(Q) with (u, x) > 0 for all XE X. We are here 
identifying S(Q) with the unit sphere s(Q). 
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The sets in the following proposition correspond to the negatives (or 
antipodal sets) of those in the theorem. This is done for convenience in the 
core of the argument. There are no substantial issues involved in these 
changes. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem A there is a positive 
real number E with the following properties. 
(1) Zf X is a c-element subset of -Jf(Cc(M,), E), then there exists 
UES(Q) with (u,x)>Efor allxEX. 
(2) For each rational prime p, tf X is a (c + 1)-element subset of 
-N(zi(M,), E) so that at least two elements of X also lie in N(Cz(M,), E), 
then there exists u E S(Q) with (u, x) > E for all x E X. 
Proof: We prove this only for case (2) and a fixed value of p. The proof 
for case (1) is similar but simpler. It is shown in Theorem B of [3] that for 
all but finitely many p, Z, = Co. Thus there are only finitely many distinct 
C, in case (2). For each of these, and for each case, we will obtain a value 
of E. Our final value of E will then be the minimum of all these values. 
We shall call a subset Sz of the sphere a generalised subsphere if, for some 
ups and q>O, 
!2= {xd(Q): (x,u)&J). 
Thus any finite subset X of S(Q) which lies in an open hemisphere already 
lies in a generalised subsphere. Further, as the intersection of two such 
generalised subspheres will lie in a smaller generalised subsphere (with a 
larger value of q), there will be a unique minimal generalised subsphere 
containing X-%(X) say-with associated values u(X) and r](X). (This can 
be seen by direct computation-or an application of the Blaschke Selection 
Theorem as described in, for example, Ref. [6], will prove the existence of 
Y(X).) 
Let 52, denote -C;(M,) and let G, denote C%(M,). By Theorem A, any 
set X which is a subset of Q, having c + 1 elements and for which at least 
2 elements come from !J2, must lie in an open hemisphere. (To see this 
replace X by -X before applying Theorem A.) Such sets can be identified 
with points of the compact set a;-* x (52, n12,)2 and then the map 
XH q(X) is a continuous map from 52f-’ x (0, n Sz,)’ to (q o R: q > 01. 
Thus the image of this compact set is also compact. Then there is q0 > 0 so 
that q(X)>10 for all X~52;-’ x (Sz, ns22)2. Hence for all such X there 
exists u = u(X) with (u, x ) > q0 for all x E X. 
Fix p> 0 and choose Y to be a (c + 1)-element subset of N(gl, CL) 
such that at most two elements lie in M(e, nQ,, p). Choose for 
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each y~yn~V”(Q~,p) an element x=x(y)~SZ, with ~(JJ,x)<~ (if 
y E M(Qi n Q,, p) then choose x in Sz, n a,). Then X= (x(v): 4’ E Y} will 
be a subset of Q, as discussed above. Thus there exists u with (u, x) > qO 
for all XE X. If we choose ,U sufficiently small, then a combination of 
d(y, X) < ,U and (u, x) > vO will imply that (u, y) is bounded below by a 
positive value-say q1 = qr(,~). Thus (u, y) > q1 for all y E Y and all sub- 
sets Y of J”(Q,, p) such that at most two elements lie in M(Q, n O,, p). 
Now apply Lemma 2.3. Choose ,u smaller than so/k. Then 
Let E be the minimum of p, P/K, and ql. Any (c + 1)-element subset of 
.&‘“(Q,, E) which contains at least two elements of JV(Q,, E) will also be a 
(c + I)-element subset of JV(Q~, p) which contains at least two elements of 
N(sZ, n a,, p) and so there will exist an element u so that (u, x> > q,> E 
for all x E X. 
We turn next to a “neighborhood” form of the compactness argument 
used in Lemma 2.6 of [4]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Fix finite sets Y; and YC which generate, as G-operator 
groups, N and y,(N), respectively. Then there exist finite sets S1 and BC of 
relations of G and a positive real number q so that: 
(1) if a E Sp, and x E M’(Zp(A4,), E) then some relation in @I takes the 
form 
an= (ayl)el . . . (a$)‘” 
with ei = + 1, giE F*, ai E Y; , n a p’-number and (x, fl(g,) ) > 4 for ail 
i = 1, . . . . m; 
(2) ifa~q and XE JV’(X,(M,), E) then some relation in gC takes the 
form 
an = (agl)el . . (agm)cm 
with ei= + 1, giE F*, n a p’-number and (x, 8(gi)) > qfor all i= 1, . . . . m. 
Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we will find q for each value 
of p and in each of cases (1) and (2). Taking the minimum of this finite set 
of values will give a suitable common value for q. We give the proof only 
in case (1); case (2) is similar. 
For r any relation in G of the form 
a” = (afl)el . . (ag,m)em (2.5) 
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with ei = + 1, giE F*, USE 9, , and n a $-number, set 
Q(r)= ([x]EN’(Cp(M1), E): x(gi)>o, i= 1 .*. m> 
so that g(r) is an open subset of N’(Z,(M,), E). Given UE Y; and 
[x] EJV’(CJM~), E), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exists some 
relation Y of type (2.5) with x ~52(r). Thus the sets m(r), with r varying 
through relations of type (2.5) form a cover of M’(C,(M, ), E). But 
M’(Z,(M,), E) is a closed, and so compact, subset of S(Q). Hence 
N’(Zp(M1), E) is covered by a finite subset of the B(r)-with a corre- 
sponding finite set of relations. Let g1 be the finite collection of all these 
relations taken as a varies through Y;. 
Let 58 + denote the set of (strictly) positive real numbers. We now define 
a function 
4: J+vpwl 1, E) + R +. 
We recall the identification of S(Q) with s(Q). Thus we consider x as a 
unit vector in R” as well as an element of Hom(Q, R). Let d(x) be the 
minimum, taken over all r of type (2.5) above for which x E Q(r), of 
(x, O(g,)) = x(g,). As each x(gi) is strictly positive, so also is 4(x). Also 
d(x) is clearly continuous on G(r) and so, as the sets $2(r) form an open 
cover of M’(Z,(M,), E), on the latter set. Thus, as $ is a continuous 
function on a compact set, it attains its minimum. We can then take q to 
be any positive value less than this minimum. 
2.4. Presenting the Groups. We recall that our group G is the middle of 
an extension (2.1) with Q free abelian of finite rank n. There is also a 
chosen subset F = (t, , . . . . tn} of F so that the image of F is a basis of the 
free abelian group Q. Set 
The following lemma is the major technical step in providing a suitable 
generating set for G. The condition (bl ) of the lemma is central to the 
proof whereas (b2) appears to be a largely technical requirement for the 
proof of Proposition 3.9. If g = tT1 . . . tz is a word in F*, then a syllabic 
permutation of g is any expression g = t$‘;{ . . t::] where c is a permuta- 
tion of (1, . . . . n}. 
LEMMA. 2.6. There exists a generating set Y for N as G-operator group 
with the following properties. 
(al) XzY. 
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(a2) The left-normed commutators of weight c with entries from 9’ 
suffice to generate y,.(N) as G-operator group. 
(bl) There exists a finite set 9iY oj. relations of G and a positive real 
number v] such that, if a E 9 and x E .,V’(C,,(M,), E) then some relation in 9? 
takes the form 
an = (agl)el . . (agm)em (2.6) 
with ei = + 1, g, E F*, n a p’-number, and (x, tI( gj) ) > n. 
(b2) If ag occurs as a: in some relation r E 59 as in (2.6) and tfg’ is 
a syllabic permutation of g then 
(a”)(a”‘)-’ E Y and [a, g(g’)-‘I E 9. 
(c) 9=Y-‘. 
Proof Observe, firstly, that if Y satisfies (al) and (a2) then so also 
does any set containing Y. We therefore begin by finding a set Y satisfying 
(al) and (a2). 
Let 5$ be any G-generating set of N which contains X and set 9’+ = 
{a/: aE Y,fe F*}. The image of Y+ in the natural map from G to 
G/y,(N) is {ag: aE9, gEG} and so this’image generates N/y,(N)-both 
as abelian group and as G-operator group. Since Y+ generates N modulo 
y2(N) and N is nilpotent it follows that Y + generates N (cf. Lemma 2.1). 
It follows that the set of all left-normed simple commutators of weight c 
with entries from Y+ generates y,(N). (This fact is well known but a fuller 
discussion occurs in Section 3). These commutators therefore also generate 
y,(N) as G-operator group. But y,(N) is, by the discussion in Section 2.1, 
finitely generated as G-operator group. Hence some finite subset of these 
commutators uffices to generate y,.(N) as G-operator group. We therefore 
take, in the first instance, Y to be the finite subset of Y+ consisting of all 
the entries from this finite generating set of commutators, together with the 
elements of YO. Then any subset containing this Y will satisfy (al) and 
(a2). 
We now show, by induction onj, the following statement. 
There exist a set q with YS~S N satisfying ?=.!?‘-I and a set Bj of 
relations of G together with a positive real number ni so that 
(1) tf a E 8 and x E Jlr’(L’,(M,), E) then some relation in gj takes the 
form 
a” = (afl)<l . . . (a%)‘” 
with e, = + 1, gi E F*, ai E 3, n a p’number and (x, O(gi)) > nj. 
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(2) If ag-with a E q- l-occu~s as a? in some relation r E Sej-, and 
if g’ is a syllabic permutation of g then 
(a”)(a”‘)-’ E 9j 
[Ia, dg’)F’l Eq. 
t3) q\q- I G Yj(N. 
To begin the induction, choose Y0 and So to be empty. Then choose Y; 
to be Yu Y-r-where Y is the generating set determined above. Let %?r 
and q1 be the 9, and 4 determined (from YI = Y) by Lemma 2.5. Condi- 
tion (1) is then satisfied for j = 1 by Lemma 2.5 while (2) is vacuous and 
(3) is clear. 
Suppose now that the inductive hypothesis is satisfied for some ja 1. Let 
a be an element of 9J\$-, so that some ag, with g E F*, occurs in the 
support of a relation in gj. Let g’ be a syllabic permutation of g. Then, for 
each such a, g, and g’ add the elements 
(a”)(a”‘)-’ and [a, dg’)-‘I 
-together with their inverses-to S$ thus forming $$+ r. 
Clearly (2) of the inductive hypothesis is now satisfied with j+ 1 
replacing j. Further, if a, g, and g’ are as in the last paragraph, then 
g( g’) ) ’ has image-h say-in N. Thus, recalling that a E y,(N), 
Cay g(g’)-‘I E CYj(N, Nl =Yj+ I(N). Also 
a”(a”‘)-’ =ag(a-g)g-‘g’ 
= [aPg, g-‘g’] 
and so a”(a”‘)-’ also belongs to y,+r(N). Thus (3) of the inductive 
hypothesis, with j+ 1 replacing j, is also satisfied. 
For (1), apply Lemma 2.5 (part (l))-with 5$+, replacing q-obtaining 
relations 9’ and a real number q’. (The proof of that lemma makes it clear 
that relations in gj suffice for elements a E 3.) Let gj+ r = gj u 9’ and let 
qj+ r = min { qji, q’}. Then (1) is clearly satisfied with j + 1 replacing j. Thus 
the proof of the inductive step is complete. 
Observe now that yE+ r(N) is trivial and so that Yc + 1 = Yc. By assigning 
Y=Ly, W=Bc+,, and q = ye,+, , we then have the requirements of parts 
(bl) and (b2)-as well as part (c)-of the lemma. 
We now have the machinery in place to describe the presentation for G. 
We shall begin by defining a series of finite presentations on a finite 
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generating set for G. Let Y, 9 and q be the values given by Lemma 2.6; 
we shall usually denote 9 by gI. Let Y = Y u F u F-- ‘. 
Let q. denote the set of left-normed commutators with entries from 9’. 
By Lemma 2.6, Y: is a (finite) G-generating set for y,.(N). By Lemma 2.5 
there therefore exists a finite set 9& of relations of G and a positive real 
number qC > 0 such that if a E Y: and x E N’(Z,(M,.), E) then some relation 
in 9%?< takes the form 
(f = (ugly1 . . . (@)Cm 
with ej= fl, gie F*, n a@-number, and (x, e(g,)) >qC for all i= 1, . . . . m. 
Let (g; w) be a presentation for G so that w includes both Z@, and 
9,. Then, as Sp, is a G-normal generating set of y,.(N), (%y; %‘“, $) is a 
presentation of G/y,(N). But, by the arguments of Section 2.1, we may 
assume that G/y,(N) is finitely presented. Thus there is a finite subset w0 
of w such that (57; wO, x) is already a (finite) presentation of G/y,.(N). 
Let 9!+ be that subset of w0 which consists of relations which are not 
already included in 9, u gC. 
Let r be the maximum of all the values (g( for which ag-with UE Y; 
or a~%-occurs in a relation of type (2.6). Let p denote either the 
square root of a positive integer or co. We will now define a sequence of 
groups G,. 
A Presentation for G, 
Generators: CY=Yv.Tu~~’ 
Relations: 
(1) the relations W, ( = W) arising from (bl) of Lemma 2.6; 
(2) the relations 99+ arising from the finite presentation of G/y,(N) 
as described above; 
(3) for each relation 
,fi = (ugly1 . . (@)% 
in 9& and for each d= [a?, . . . . ~$1 with a,~ 9, g,E F* and 
IjJ < p - 2t, the relations 
d” = (d”l)” . . . (dRm)%; 
(4) all relations 
[ufi , ). ..) u~y,] = 1 
with ui E Y, fi E F* and ljJ < p. 
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Let N, denote the normal closure of 9’ in G,. It is easy to deduce, as 
has been done with G, that (a/: a E 9, f E F*} generate N, and so that N, 
is nilpotent of class c. Since N, clearly contains the derived group of G,, 
we deduce that G, is nilpotent-of-class-c-by-abelian. 
Since all the relations listed for G, are also relations of G, there is clearly 
a natural projection v from G, onto G which extends the identity on Y. 
The inclusion of the relations W+ in the presentation for G, show that this 
projection induces an isomorphism between G,/y,(N,) and G/y,(N). Thus 
the kernel of v must lie inside y,.(N,). Identical arguments to those which 
were applied to G in Section 2.1 show, however, that G,/y,(N,) is finitely 
presented and so that y,(N,) is finitely generated as a ZQ-module. Hence, 
as ZQ id Noetherian, the kernel of v must also be finitely generated as 
ZQ-module and so also as normal subgroup of G, , In particular, G is 
finitely presented if G, is finitely presented. 
Thus it will suffice to show that G, is finitely presented. We will do this 
by showing that, for a suitably large value of p, all relations defining G, 
will already hold in G,+-where p + =,/m (recall p is the square root 
of an integer). It then follows that, for similarly large p, G, = G, . Thus G, 
will have been shown to be finitely presented. 
3. SOME TECHNICAL RESULTS 
This section is concerned with various forms of identities in free groups. 
We begin by re-stating some familiar and frequently used identities. 
Cab, cl = Ca, Clb Cb, cl = [a, clCa, c, blC& cl (3.1) 
[a, bcl = [a, cl [a, bl” = [a, cl [a, bl Cu, b, cl (3.2) 
[a, b-l, clb [b, c-l, a]’ [c, a-‘, b]“= 1 (the Witt, or Jacobi, identity). 
(3.3) 
We refer to Hanna Neumann’s book [IS] for notation and basic facts 
concerning commutators. 
3.1. Ordered Words in Groups. We recall some notation from Sec- 
tion 2.1. We denote by F a free group with basis F and use .% to denote 
{[u,u]:u,uELT-uV-‘). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u, v E F*. Then [u, v] may be expressed as a product 
[u,v]=al’ ... a;,m 
with aie%‘, WOE F*, and (wi( < Iu1 + Iu( - 1. 
481/144/l-IO 
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Proof: We prove, by induction on (~1 + 1~1, a somewhat more precise 
statement. If x=x1 ... xk and y= y, ... y, are words, then an interleaving 
of x and y is a word which has as letters the x’s and y’s in the indicated 
order, the relative order of x’s with y’s being arbitrary. Then we claim that 
[u, u] is expressible as a product as above with each wi not only in F* but 
also an interleaving of a proper suffix of u with a proper suffix of u. 
If Ju( = [a( = 1 there is nothing to prove. If one only of u and v has length 
greater than 1 then choose that word. If both u and v have length greater 
than one then choose one which has an occurrence of the xi with largest 
possible i. Suppose that this is u and that v = u’v” with Jv’( < Jv( and u” a 
power of xi. Then, using (3.2) 
[a, v] = [a, v’v”] = [a, v”][U, u’]““. 
Applying the inductive hypothesis and noting that 
(1) an ordered interleaving of a proper suffix of u with a proper suffix 
of a” will be of the required kind; and 
(2) an ordered interleaving of a proper suffix of u with a proper sufftx 
of v’, followed by v”, will again be of the required kind, 
we have the required result. 
For the claim of the lemma note that the length of an interleaving of x 
and y will never be more than the sum of the lengths of x and y. Since a 
proper suffix of an ordered word has length less than that of the word, the 
result follows. 
Much of our discussion in Section 4 involves computations with elements 
of F*. There is a severe problem, however, in that F* is not even a sub- 
semigroup of F. The next few results attempt to handle some of the 
problems associated with this. Following [4], if f =s, . . . s, E F with 
SUE ~7 u Y-l, then the trace-tr(f)-of f is the subset (8(si ... s,: 
i=l . . . m} of R”. Note that the lengths of elements in the trace off may 
be larger than the length off when f is not an ordered word. 
PROWSITION 3.2. Let f E F and suppose that 1x1 <p for all x E tr(f ). 
Then 
f=f*.ay . . . a”,” 
with ai E .% and gj E F* with I gil < ,u. 
Proof: Since the trace of a suffix si . . . s, off is a subset of the trace 
off; we can use an evident inductive argument on the length of If 1 to 
assume that 
f =sjs;l . . . sz 
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with SUE (ti, t;‘} for i= 1 ... m, sj E { ri, t,-‘} and cli > 0. Thus 
fy!.,yo;' . . . $?~;,qJsi":'f . . . s"," 
=s; .vps:'vz -say 
= Ills; [sj, VI] sp, 
= vls;spz~ [s,r, v,]“P2 
= f *cs;, vJ~P2. 
Using the observations in the proof of Lemma 3.1, it is easy to see that 
[sir, vl-p is a product of the form a;’ . . . a”,” where each gi is of the form 
u1sJ?v2 with ui a proper suffix of vi. If si = sj it follows that each suffix of 
u,sja,q lies in tr(f) and so has length at most p. Since each gi is a proper 
suffrx of uisJ$ we will have 1 gJ < p, as required. If s,’ = sj it follows that 
each suffix of uls~uz we will have lgi( -C p, as required. If si =s,-’ then 
[s;, 4]“?“2 = [v,, s,]4-‘y 
and so we can write either commutator as a product a;’ . . . a”,” with each 
gi now a proper suffix off *. It follows that 1 gJ < p. 
Remarks. (1) We will sometimes use this when f is a semi-ordered 
word. In this case the condition on the trace off reduces to the condition 
that If I < p. 
(2) There is also a version of this proposition which states that 
f =a:1 . . . aE.f*. 
Find the appropriate expression for f -’ with respect to the reverse 
ordering of the words. Then invert this expression. This will express f as a 
product of the form a;’ . .. a? .f * where the wi now have the reverse 
ordering. Express each wi as a product of (wi)* with suitable conjugates of 
the ai (using the first remark) to complete the argument. 
The next lemma will enable us to apply Proposition 3.2 without needing 
to have the full weight of the assumption on the trace off: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let v, f E F* with (VI, lvf ( <p, and If I <p for some real 
number p. Then there exist syllabic permutations v’ and v” of v such that each 
element-other than, possibly, f itself-of the trace of v’f and of fv” has 
length less than p. 
Proof. We begin with an elementary geometric observation. Suppose 
that R” is furnished with an orthonormal basis (relative to the chosen inner 
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product) and suppose that X, YE R” with 1.~1 < 1x1. Then there is a path 
from x to y which consists of at most n segments, each parallel to one of 
the basis elements, and such that every point on this path, other than x 
itself, has length less than the length of x. 
Apply this with O(Y) as the orthonormal basis of R” and with {x, y } = 
Mf), Qf)). SUPP ose that the resulting path involves-starting from 
O(uf))-the elements ti,, . . . . trk of Y and let v’= t;,‘, . . . . ty, be the corre- 
sponding syllabic permutation of u. Then every element g of the trace of v’f 
which properly includes f will have its image 19(g) on this path and I gl will 
be strictly less than IfI and so stictly less than ~1. An element of the trace 
of u’f which does not include Swill be a proper prefix of the ordered word 
f and so will have length less than that ofJ Thus the lemma is true in this 
case. 
For the case offv”, choose the path to pass between O(fv) and O(u). This 
amounts to choosing a syllabic permutation off: The argument to show 
that the trace is suitably bounded is very similar to the preceding one and 
so we omit it. Finally apply the appropriate permutation to return the 
syllabic permutation off to f itself thus changing u to II”. Since this does 
not change the lengths of elements of the trace, the proof is complete. 
Combining Lemma 3.2 with Lemma 3.3, we have a result which finds 
application in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let v, f E F* with [VI <p, lful <p, and If ( <p for some 
positive real number p. Let a E Y. Then we can find an expression 
af”=arl . . . awm 
m 
with ai E 9, wi E F* and I wi( < p. 
ProojI Using Lemma 3.3, find a syllabic permutation u” so that each 
element of the trace of fu” has length at most p. Then, by Lemma 3.2, we 
have an expression 
fv” = (fv”)* . art . . . a? 
with a,EXsY, w~EF*, and lwil <,u. 
Now apply Lemma 3.2 to VI’ to obtain an expression of the form 
0” = v . by’ .*. b;’ with bi E X E Y, ui E F*, and JuJ < ,u. Combining the two 
expressions and noting that (fv”)* = (fu)* gives that 
fv = (fu)* . a;1 . . azb;“/ . . b;“‘. 
The required result follows easily. 
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3.2. Some Commutator Identities. The first lemma of this sub-section 
consists of a collection of relatively straightforward and well-known facts 
concerning commutators. We have included the more trivial ones because 
they are used heavily in Section 4. For more information on commutators 
and commutator identities, we refer again to [8]. 
We require some notation. For this section only, H will be a group with 
generating set 6. An elementary commutator is one which has all of its 
entries from d u 9-l. It is said to have a repeated entry if two entries have 
their underlying element of 9 equal. (Thus [ y, z, y - ‘1 has a repeated 
entry.) 
LEMMA 3.5. (1) y,(H) is the normal closure of all left-normed simple 
commutators of weight k. 
Let d be a left-normed commutator of weight k in H. 
(2) d can be expressed as a product of conjugates of left-normed 
elementary commutators of weight k. 
(3) d can be expressed as a product 
d= d, d, 
where d, is a product of left-normed elementary commutators of weight k and 
d, is a product of conjugates of left-normed elementary commutators of 
weight k + 1. 
(4) Suppose that 
Then 
d= Cyl, . . . . Yi-19 Yl, Yi+l,...f Ykl. 
d= Cyl, . . . . Y,T 4 
where d, is a product of conjugates of left-normed elementary commutators 
of weight k + 1. 
Proof The claim (1) is very well known-see for example 34.21 of [8]. 
Then (2) follows immediately from (1). For (3) note that a product 
awl . . . awm occurring in case (2) can be rewritten as a, ... a, d, with 
d: E yk+ ,TH). Then we can apply (2) to d,-with k + 1 replacing k. 
A similar argument demonstrates (4). 
The next result is not quite so straightforward. It can be regarded as 
providing a weak generalisation of the Jacobi-Witt identity; in fact, in case 
k = 3 the result is an easy consequence of that identity. We have avoided 
giving any explicit identities in the general case; it seems likely that they 
would be rather complicated. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that 9= (zl, . . . . zk}. Then yk(H) is the 
normal closure in H of all left-normed elementary commutators of weight k 
which either 
(1) have a repeated entry; or 
(2) have the last (right-most) entry diftirent from zk or zk’. 
Proof: Let N be the normal closure in H of the left-normed elementary 
commutators of weight k of either of the two types above. Let K denote 
H/N. To ease notation we shall still use yi to denote yiN~ K. By (1) of 
Lemma 3.5, it will suffice to show that all elementary left-normed com- 
mutators of weight k are trivial in K. 
We begin with an observation. An elementary commutator d in K of 
weight k - 1 has at most k - 1 distinct entries. Using (3) of Lemma 3.5 
-with d replaced by this set of entries-we see that d is a product of 
left-normed elementary commutators of weight k - 1 together with con- 
jugates of left-normed elementary commutators of weight k. The latter 
commutators have entries from a (k - 1 )-element subset of 9’ and so must 
have a repeated entry. They are therefore trivial in K Thus an elementary 
commutator in K of weight k - 1 is a product of left-normed elementary 
commutators of the same weight. 
The main step of the argument is to show the following: 
An elementary commutator of weight k, [u, v], with u and v left-normed 
elementary commutators, is trivial in K. 
Firstly, if such a commutator involves a repeated entry then it involves 
at most k- 1 distinct variables. Thus when [u, v] is expressed as a product 
of conjugates of left-normed elementary commutators of weight k then each 
of these must also involve a repeated variable. By assumption each of these 
left-normed commutators will be trivial in K and so [u, v] will also be 
trivial. 
So we can assume that [u, v] involves no repeated variable. Thus zk 
occurs in at most one of u and v-say v. We prove our claim by induction 
on the weight of u. When u has weight l-so that UE 9’~ 2Z2”-‘-then 
[u, v] -’ = [v, u] is left-normed elementary of weight k with last entry (that 
is, u) distinct from zk. By assumption [u, v] is therefore trivial. 
Suppose that u has weight 1 greater than 1 and that u= [ul, x] with u1 
left-normed elementary of weight I- 1 and x $ {z,, z; ’ ). Then, by the 
Jacobi-Witt identity (3.3) 
[u,, x, vy [v, u;l, x-‘y [x-l, v-‘, u1]“= 1. 
We consider this term-by-term. 
(3.4) 
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Firstly, 
[u, u;‘] = [Ul, fly;‘= [u,, U][Ul, u, u,‘]. 
Since [ur, V] is an elementary commutator of weight k - 1 it is, by the 
remark above, a product of left-normed elementary commutators of weight 
k - 1. Thus, using formula (3.1) we can express [ul, u, U; ‘1 as a product 
of conjugates of elements of the form [w, U; ‘1 with w a left-normed 
elementary commutator of weight k - 1. We can, in turn, use (3.2) to write 
each such commutator as a product of conjugates of left-normed elemen- 
tary commutators of weight k which have their last entry involved in u1 
and so not involving zk. Since all the latter are, by assumption, trivial in 
K, so also is [u,, u, u;‘]. 
Thus [u, u;‘] = [ui, u]. But [u,, u, x-l] can be expressed as a product 
of conjugates of left-normed commutators of weight k with last entry x-l. 
Thus [u, u;l, xP’1 = [u,, u, x-‘1 is trivial in K. 
Turning to the last term in (3.4), we have 
[x-’ u-l, 241-J = [[u, x-y, u,] 
= CC% x-l19 U,C%, dl”-’ 
= [[u, x-l], [q, u]-y . [II, x-l, uI]~u~~u’u-‘. 
But [u, x-l, ul] = [ui, [u, x-‘]I-’ and u, and [u, xP’1 are left-normed 
elementary. Since a1 has weight one less than that of u and 
Cu,, Cu, x-‘II-’ h as weight k, the inductive hypothesis implies that 
CUT x-l, u,]=[u,, [u,x-‘]I-‘=1 
in K. 
Also [u, , u] is an elementary commutator of weight k - 1 which involves 
zk and so can be written as a product of left-normed elementary com- 
mutators of weight k - 1 each of which involve zk. But the commutator of 
such an element of weight k - 1 with an element of %” is clearly trivial. 
Hence all elementary left-normed commutators of weight k - 1 which 
involve zk are central. Thus [ul, u] is central in K and so 
[[u, x-l], [u,, u]] is trivial in K. Hence the last term in (3.4) is trivial. 
It now follows that [ur, x, u] = [u, u] is trivial in K. The argument for 
the inductive step in our claim above is therefore complete. We apply the 
claim with u an arbitrary left-normed elementary commutator of weight 
k- 1 and u E {yk, y;‘}. It follows that every left-normed elementary com- 
mutator of weight k is trivial in K-as required. 
3.3. More Geometric Lemmas. The three lemmas of this subsection 
refine the result of Lemma 2.5 for later use in Section 4. The first lemma 
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translates the “open hemisphere condition ” into a condition on lengths. It 
relies on the simple geometric condition that, if x is a variable vector and 
y is a fixed vector in 58” so that the absolute value of the angle between 
them is bounded above by a value less than 7c/2, then for a sufficiently large 
value of 1x1 the length of (x- yl will be less than that of 1x1. 
Recall that the constants E and 11 were introduced in Proposition 2.4 and 
Lemma 2.6, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.7. There exists a positive real number pO with the following 
property: 
(1) if XER” with 1x1 >pO and x=x/lx/ E -M’(C,(M,), E) then we 
have, for each a E Y, a relation in 9’r of the form 
&=a:1 . . . a”,” 
with aj E Y, gi E F*, k a p/-number, and Jx + fl(g,)l < 1x1; 
(2) if XE R” with 1x1 > p,, and x=x//xl E -N’(Z,(M,), E) then we 
have, for each a E Sp,, a relation in L4$ of the form 
ak = (agi)el . . . (agm)em 
with ei = f 1, g, E F*, k a PI-number, and Ix + B(g,)l < (xl. 
Proof: The proof of the two parts is clearly very similar and we give the 
proof for part (1) only. 
Firstly choose pO to be the maximum, taken over all relations r in 
W, u BC and then over all g, which occur as exponents in such relations 
(when they are written as above) of (gi12/2v]. Since XE -N’(Z,(M,), E) 
implies that -x E JV’(Z,(M,), E), we can use Lemma 2.5 to find a relation 
in Bi of the type described above and with ( -x, O( gi)) > q. Then, for each 
i=l . . . m, 
lx12-lx+e(~i)12= -2<x3 e(gi)>- <e(gi), O(gi)) 
= -2lxl(X3 @gi)>- Igil 
B21xl ?- Igil’ 
>o 
as 1x1 > pO 3 Igi12/2~. Thus Ix + O(g,)l < 1x1 as required. 
The next lemma is a technical version of the fact that if a finite set of 
points of Iw” lie in an open half-space then there is a single translation 
which moves each point of the set closer to the origin. 
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Recall that r was defined in Section 2.4 immediately preceding the 
description of the presentation for G,. We say that an element of 
S(Q) = s(Q) is rational if the ratios of its coefficients are rational. 
LEMMA 3.8. There exist positive real numbers p1 and p2 satisfying the 
following. 
Let X be a finite subset of R” and let u E R” be of length 1. Suppose that 
(x, u) > ~1x1 and 1x1 > p1 for each XE X. Then there exists UE Z” with 
(VI <p2 and lv+xl <(xl -22 for each XEX. 
Proof. We begin by choosing p2. Consider the set of all conical regions 
%‘(u)={YES(Q): (y,u)>p} in S(Q) where p=1-s2/8 and u is a 
variable rational element of S(Q). The set of all such 5??(u) is an open 
covering of S(Q) and so, as the sphere is compact, we have a finite sub- 
covering-{%?( . . . . %?(u,)}-say. We now choose multiples vi of the ui so 
that VIE Z”. Let the greatest length of one of these multiples be p2 and the 
least length be p3. Having found these values of vi we can clearly multiply 
them all through by an arbitrary positive integer constant. We may there- 
fore assume (for later technical reasons) that p3 > 87/e. 
Suppose now that X and u are as in the statement of the lemma. Since 
the %(ui) form a cover of S(Q), we can find i so that u E U(q). Set v = -vi 
and u” = v/lv[ so that ti = -ui. Note that 
lu+61*= lu(*+ 18(*+2(24, ti)=2-2(u;, u)<2-2p=&*/4. 
so Iu + DJ <E/2. 
Now, if x E X, 
(x,fi)=(x,u+l?)-(x,u) 
d 1x1 . Ju + 81 -&1X( -as (x, 24) > ~1x1 
< (xl(Ju+zil -E) 
G Ixl(-42) -by the comment above. 
Thus 
(x+v~2=Ix)*+(u)*+2(x,v) 
<1x1*+ lv12-&IX1 lul 
d [xl2 + p: - EP31X1/2. 
Hence lx+v)’ will be less than (1x1 -22)*= Ix12+4r2-421xI if 
p: - .5p31xl/2 < 4r2 - 4zlxl, 
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that is, if 
,x, > Pi-4T’ 
~12 -4~ 
(recall that pX was chosen to be larger than ST/E so that &p3/2 - 42 > 0). 
By choosing p, sufficiently large, we can ensure that the condition 
1x1 > pi will guarantee the condition above. The proof of Lemma 3.8 is 
complete. 
We will also choose pi sufficiently large to ensure that pi > p,, and 
Pl’T. 
We finally turn to the way in which the information in Lemmas 2.5 and 
3.7 will usually be applied. It will enable us, under certain circumstances, 
to replace an element of the form ur with a E 9’ and f E F* with a product 
of elements of a similar type but with a smaller value of Ifi. We have stated 
the proposition below only for the case of a~ 9’; there is, of course, a 
similar result for a E q. The version of this that we require in Section 4 is, 
however, somewhat echnical and so we have delayed it until we need to 
apply it. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let a E Y and f E F*. Suppose that If I > p1 (and so 
If 1 <pO, z) and that [0(f)] E -Jlr’(Xp(M1), E). Then there is a relation in 
G, of the form 
&=&I . . . a$ 1 
with ai E Y, f, E F*, I fil < If 1, and 1 a p’-number. 
ProoJ We firstly apply Lemma 3.7, with x = e(f ), to obtain a relation 
in 6&?i, and so also in G,, of the form 
a’= (agl)el . . . (agm)em (3.5) 
with a,EY, gicF*, Igift < lfl, and 1 a $-number. By conjugating this 
relation by f we almost have the required result; we must, however, deal 
with the problem that gif may not be an ordered word. 
Since lgifl < 1 f 1 and lg;( < T <c If 1, we can apply Lemma 3.3, with u = gi 
and p = 1 f I. We obtain, for each i, a syllabic permutation gi of g, so that 
the trace of gjf has each element, except f itself, of length less than the 
length off. In particular, Igif I < If 1. 
Now apply Proposition 3.2 with ,U = 1 f) to obtain 
glf qgjf)*.@ . . . ck 
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It follows from the construction of Y in Lemma 2.6 that 
bi= [q, gi(g;)-‘]EY. 
Hence 
=C -hm . . . m Cl -“ia~g;f)*bjs;/)“C$ . . . c”,-. 
Thus aglf can be expressed as a product of elements of the form cg with 
CE 9, gEP* and lgj < IfI. Amalgamating this with (3.5), we have the 
result claimed. 
4. PROVING THEOREM A 
In this section we prove Theorem A by showing that, for sufliciently 
large p, the relations of Gm already hold in G,. (Recall that p is restric- 
ted to be the square root of an integer; thus d&i is the next larger 
value after p.) Recall the presentation of G, in Section 2.4. The relations of 
types (1) and (2) hold independently of p. We must therefore prove the 
relations of types (3) and (4)-but with lfij < p - 2t or IA.1 < p replaced by 
lfil -G/m-2 t or lfil < J%i, respectively. (In fact iA.1 <J&i 
will often be replaced by the equivalent condition lfil < p.) 
We begin with some notation. Firstly, it will be useful to recall that E was 
defined in Lemma 2.4, r in Section 2.4 preceding the description of the 
presentation for G,, pO was defined in Lemma 3.7, and pi, p2 were defined 
in Lemma 3.8. 
A special commutator of weight k is one of the form 
d= [a$ . . . . ~$1 (4.1) 
with ai E 9’ and fi E F*. The height of d is max, If,l. The special commutator 
d is said to be outstanding if, for each i = 1 . . . k, either lfil < p, or 
[O(fi)] E -N(C’(M,), E). The special commutator d is said to satisfy the 
open hemisphere condition if there exists x E S(Q) with (x, O(f,)) > E for 
all fi E F* with Ifi\ > p 1. (Roughly speaking, all “sufficiently large” fi lie in 
the s-hemisphere defined by x.) If dg y,.(N)-or more generally if de y,(N,) 
for some p-then we shall say that d curries the relations in J%?~ if, for each 
relation 
uk = (agl)el . . . (agm)+ 
in Se,. we also have the relation 
dk = (dgl)” . . . (dgm)em. 
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Thus the relations of type (3) in the presentation of G, affirm that certain 
special commutators carry the relations in 9~~. 
The length sequence of d = [a {‘, . . . . uf] is defined to be the sequence 
where {i,, . . . . i,, \ is a permutation of { 1, . . . . k} chosen so that 
lfi,l 3 “. 3 If& 
Length sequences are ordered lexicographically. Because each entry is the 
square root of an integer, this yields a well ordering on all such sequences. 
We will use the commutator identities of Section 3 repeatedly. It will be 
useful to keep in mind, when applying Lemma 3.5, that (af: a E 9, f~ F*} 
generates N, . 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Each element d of height at most p in y,(N,) is a 
product d= d, d, with d, a product of outstanding commutators of weight k 
and height at most p and d2 a product of conjugates of outstanding com- 
mutators of weight k+ 1 and height at most p. 
In particular, y,(N,) is the normal closure of all outstanding commutators 
of weight k and height at most p. 
Proof: Because an outstanding commutator of weight k + 1 is a product 
of (two) conjugates of outstanding commutators of weight k, the second 
sentence follows easily from the first. 
By (1) of Lemma 3.5, it will suffice to show the result when d is a special 
commutator of weight k. Suppose that 
d= [a?, . . . . a$] 
with 1 fil 6 p and let 
(I.&L ...? I.fJ, 
be the length sequence of d. We prove the lemma by induction on this 
length sequence. Denote the maximal element in this length sequence by 
44. 
To begin the induction, if a(d) < p1 then d is outstanding by default and 
there is nothing to prove. Suppose then that a(d) >p,. For each i with 
[O(f,)] E -Jlr’(C(M,), E) and IA.1 =a(d) there is, by Lemma 3.9 (with 
p = oo), an expression 
with, for all j= 1 ... m, bjE9’, gjEF*, and 1 gjl < 1 fil = o(d). Now replace, 
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in d, each such u+ by the corresponding expression above. Using (3) of 
Lemma 3.5 with 9 the set of CZ$ which have not been replaced together 
with all the by which have been introduced, it follows that d can be 
expressed in the form d, d, where dI is a product of special commutators 
of weight k and height at most p and d2 a product of conjugates of special 
commutators of weight k + 1 and height at most p. Further, each special 
commutator occurring in this product has weight sequence less than that 
of d. Thus the inductive hypothesis applies to show that each such com- 
mutator, and so d itself, is a product of the type described. 
The next lemma reduces even further the set of special commutators that 
we need to consider. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose p > p1 + p2. Let 
d= [a(‘, . . . . a$;;] 
be a special commutator of weight c+ 1 and height at most p. Zf d satisfies 
the open hemisphere condition, then d is trivial in G,. 
Proof Let X denote {tl(f,): lfil >pi}. Because d satisfies the open 
hemisphere condition there exists x E 5’(Q) so that (x, f3( f )) > lO( f )I E for 
each O(f) E X. We can now apply Lemma 3.8 with u replaced by x and so 
we can find v E F* with [u( < p2 so that 
lfi”l < Ifil - 22 < P whenever I fil > pl. 
We claim that each, for each i= 1 ... c + 1, at” can be expressed as a 
product 
af’“=bTl . . . bgm I m (4.2) 
with bjE9, g,EF* and lgjl <p. If Ifi\ <pi, then Ifjo\ Q Ifil + (ul < 
pi + pz < p; if ( fil > p1 then ( fivl < p as above. Thus, in either case, we can 
apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain the expression (4.2) for a$“. 
Now replace, in d”, each a$” by the expression (4.2). Then, by (3) 
of Lemma 3.5, we can write d as a product of conjugates of special 
commutators of weight c + 1 and height less than p. In G,, however, such 
commutators are trivial and so d is also trivial. 
The next two results are concerned with extending the relations of type 
(3) in G,. The first is a technical preparation for the second. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that p > t. Suppose that d = d, .. . d, is a product, 
in G,, of special commutators of weight c and height less than p - z. Zf each 
di carries the relations in %TC then so also does d. 
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Proof Let 
be a relation in 9$.. Then, for each i = 1 ... I, 
It will follow that such a relation holds with d replacing dj if all terms 
dp which occur in such expressions commute. Suppose that 
d, = [a?, . . . . a5-J. 
Then 
dy = [a?@, . . . . a$&] (4.3) 
and ( gjl < r < p and [figi/ < /fJ + Igil < (p - r) + r = p. Thus we can apply 
Lemma 3.4 to express Q 1 as a product of elements of the form ag with 
aEY,gEF*, and (gl < p. Replacing each a 2” by this expression in (4.3), 
we can, using (3) of Lemma 3.5, express di as a product di = d; d;’ where 
d( is a product of special commutators of weight c and height less than p 
and d,!’ is a product of conjugates of special commutators of weight c + 1 
and height less than p. But the latter special commutators are trivial in G,. 
Thus we can express each dy as a product of special commutators of 
weight c and height less than p. But any two such special commutators 
clearly commute-as the commutator of one with an entry of another is a 
special commutator of weight c + 1 and height less than p. Thus any two 
such dp must commute and the proof is complete. 
The next proposition enables us to carry the relations of type (3) in G, 
to a higher value of p. We need, for technical reasons, however, a some- 
what expanded version. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose that p > p, + p2 + 22. Let d be a special 
commutator of weight c. Then d carries the relations in Se, if either 
(1) d has height less than ,/m - 22; or 
(2) d has height at most p and satisfies the open hemisphere condition. 
Proof: In case (1) we can, by Proposition 4.1, express d as a product of 
outstanding commutators of weight c and height less than ,/&i - 22 
together with a product of special commutators of weight c + 1 and height 
less than ,,/&i - 2t. Since ,/m - 22 < p - t < p (because r is cer- 
tainly at least 1) it follows that the commutators of weight c + 1 are trivial 
in G,. We may then apply Lemma 4.3 and so reduce part (1) to the case 
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that d is a single outstanding commutator. Then, by the assumptions of the 
theorem as expressed in (1) of Proposition 2.4, d must satisfy the open 
hemisphere condition. We are reduced to proving (2) only. 
Set 
d= [a$ . . . . ~$1. 
We now apply Lemma 3.8 again-as in the proof of Lemma 4.2-to find 
u E F* with Iv1 < p2 so that 
lh4 < lfil - 27 whenever Ifi1 > pl. 
We claim that for each i = 1 . . . c + 1, a?” can be expressed as a product 
& = b:’ . . . bgm I m (4.4) 
with bjE9’, gje F*, and lgjl <p-2?. If Ifi1 <pr, then lfiol < lfil + IuJ < 
pr + p2 < p - 22, and we can apply Lemma 3.3-with p = p - 2r-to find 
such an expression. If fi > p1 then we can apply Proposition 3.2 to write 
fiu = (ho)*. cf’ . . . cp 
with cj E Y, hje F*, and lh,l < p - 2r and so again find an expression of 
type (4.4): 
On replacing, for each i, a$’ by this expression in d” we will express d” as 
a product of special commutators of weight c and height less than p - 2t 
and a product of conjugates of special commutators of weight c + 1 and 
height less than p - 2~. By assumption, the latter commutators are trivial 
in G, and the former carry the relations in 9&. Thus, using Lemma 4.3, 
d” carries the relations in R,. 
Suppose that 
ak = (ugly’ . . . (ugm)@m 
is a relation in 5&.. Then 
(du)k = (d”gl)el . . . (d”gm)em. 
To complete the proof it will thus suffice to show that d”a = dgl”. For in 
this case, a conjugation of the latter relation by c-l will show that d also 
carres the relation. 
Set h = gi and c= [h-l, u-l]. Then 
dub = dch” = (d[d, ~1)~“. 
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It will suffice to prove that [d, c] is trivial. But [d, c] = Cd“, c’]“-’ and d’ 
is a product of commutators of weight c and height less than p. But each 
of these commutators will commute, in G,, with any element of the form 
bg with b E 9, gE F*, and lgl < p. Thus if we can write c’ as a product of 
such elements we shall have completed the proof that [c, d] = 1 and so the 
proof of the proposition. 
Note firstly that 
c”= [h-l, u-llD= [u, h-l] = [h, uy. 
By Lemma 3.1, [h, o] can be written as a product of elements of the form 
bh’ with Ih’J<IhJ+Ivl-l~<++p,-l and bE9’. We can then use 
Proposition 3.2 with h’h-’ replacing S and noting that no element of the 
trace of h’h-’ can have size exceeding l/z’1 + Jhl. This enables us to write 
h’h-’ as a product of (h’h-‘)* with elements of the form bh” with 
Ih”(d(h’l+Jh~~2~+p,-l<pandb~~.Thuswecanalsoexpressc”as 
a product of elements of the form bh” with lh”l <p. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. 
We are now ready to introduce the conditions of part (2) of Theorem A 
(as expressed in Proposition 2.4) into the discussion. We have extracted the 
major technical detail of the remainder of the proof into a separate lemma 
below. 
We establish some notation for the rest of the section. We reserve the 
notation 
d= [a?, . . . . a$‘J 
for a special commutator of weight c + 1 and height at most p. We denote 
by xi a unit vector (in s(Q)) in the direction of O(h). We recall from the 
material preceding Proposition 4.1 the notion of a length sequence. The 
remaining part of the proof uses induction on the length sequence. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that p > p1 + pz. Suppose that d is outstanding and 
that all special commutators of weight c + 1 having a length sequence less 
than that of d are trivial in G,. Let iE { 1, . . . . c>. 
(1) Zf xie -Jlr’(Z,(M,), E) and lfil >p, then there is a relation, in 
G,, of the form 
[[a-f, . ..) a-$]‘, a,kpJ = 1 (4.5) 
with I a p’-number. 
(2) IfXc+l E N’(C,(M,.), E) and Lf,, 1) > p1 then there is a relation, in 
G,, of the form 
C [a$, . . . . a$]‘, a$‘J = 1 
with I a PI-number. 
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Proof. (1) Since xi~ -X(Z,(M,), E) and lfil >pl we can apply 
Lemma 3.9 to obtain a relation 
with bjE 9, gjE F*, lgil < Ifjl, and 1 a p’-number. 
Using (2) of Lemma 3.5 we can therefore write 
[a$ . . . . a?, . ..) a$ u$\] (4.6) 
as a product of conjugates of special commutators of weight c + 1 with 
entries either some a: (withj# i) or some b,“. The length sequence of these 
commutators is less than that of d. To see this note that u{ has been 
replaced by a b? and so the length sequences of the commutators in the 
product will be less than that of d. In fact the difference will occur at some 
term which is at least Ifjl. Hence each of these commutators in the product 
will be trivial and so 
[a$, . ..) uff’, . . . . a$, u+J = 1. 
Using (4) of Lemma 3.5, we can express (4.6) as the product of 
[a& . . . . a?]’ with a product of conjugates of special commutators of 
weight c + 1 with entries from {UT, . . . . u$}. Further any special com- 
mutator of weight c + 1 with entries drawn from {a?, . . . . ut> has the same 
underlying set of entries and so is clearly still outstanding. It then follows 
from the conditions of Theorem A as expressed in (1) of Proposition 2.4 
that those xi which do lie in -N”(X”(M,), E) will lie in an E-hemisphere 
and so the open hemisphere condition will be satisfied. Thus, by Proposi- 
tion 4.2, all these commutators of weight c + 1 are trivial. Hence 
[a? ) . ..) uf(;, . ..) u$] = [a& . ..) UyJ’. 
The result follows. 
(2) Observe firstly that, because d is outstanding then so also is 
d, = [a$ . . . . ~$1. It follows as above that d, will satisfy the open 
hemisphere condition. By (2) of Proposition 4.4 d, will therefore carry the 
relations in Z&. We now need the omitted part (for &YC) of Lemma 3.9. 
If IL+ll>~o and xc+l E Jlr’(~,(~,)~ E) then CW;,!,)l = -xc+ 1 E 
- .N’(Z,(M,.), E). Applying Lemma 3.7 with x replaced by d(f;+! 1), we can 
find a relation in gC of the form 
.I= (ugly1 . . . (a”)” 
with ej= +l, gjEF*, Ig,f;J,I < If;i-:,I, and I a p/-number. Thus, as d, 
carries the relations in .%?‘ 
d;,=(df’)” ... (dfm)Y (4.7) 
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Since 1 giJ < r < p and / gJ,,-, L 1 < IfCpl, 1 G p we can apply Lemma 3.3 to 
find a syllabic permutation g( of g, so that each element of the trace of 
g,!S;,! I has length at most If, + ,I. 
Using Proposition 3.2 (and Remark (1) which follows) we can express 
gi(gj)-’ as a product of elements of the form b” with b E 9, ge F*, and 
lgl < (gil < t < If,, iI. But the inductive assumption on the length sequence 
of d implies that dC will commute with any such element bg with 
lgl < IfC+,l. Hence d, also commutes with g,(g;)-‘. That is df’=df’;. We 
shall simplify notation in what follows by assuming that gi = g(. 
We can thus assume that every element of the trace of gifC+ , has length 
at most IfC+ iI. We can now apply Proposition 3.2-in the form of 
Remark (2) which follows it-to write 
with ajE 9, hje F*, and /hiI < If,, ,(. The inductive assumption on the 
length sequence of d again implies that each ai”/ commutes with d, and so 
d&f;:, = d(g,f-’ 
foim ’ 
c+l)*. It follows from (4.7) that there is an expression of the 
d’f;:, = ‘ (d;‘)” . . . (d2)em 
with hi=(gjf$)*~F* and /hiI < IfC+il. 
We thus have 
Cdf, a ?;\I = Cd?;:,, a,,, ]h+l = [(d$)‘l . . . (d?)em, a,+ I]h+l. 
Hence we can, using formula (3.1), express Cd’,, u$;] as a product of con- 
jugates of commutators of the form [d?, a,, i] with I/z,+ iI < IfC+ ,I. These 
commutators are, in turn, conjugates of Cd,,, a$;‘,] which, by the inductive 
assumption, is trivial. Thus [d:, &‘r] is trivial and so (4.5) holds in this 
case also. 
The combination of Lemma 4.5 with the conditions we have imposed in 
Theorem A now enables us to make the crucial step in the proof of 
Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that p > p, + p2 + 2~. Zf d is a special 
commutator of weight c-k 1 and height at most p then d is trivial in G,. 
Proof: We shall prove by induction on the length sequence of d and so 
we will assume that all commutators of weight c + 1 and height at most p 
and which have length sequence less than that of d are trivial. By Proposi- 
tion 4.1, we can express d as a product of conjugates of outstanding special 
commutators of weight c and height at most p. Further, it is an immediate 
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consequence of the proof of Proposition 4.1 that these outstanding com- 
mutators will have length sequence no greater than that of d. Thus we may 
assume that d is outstanding. Further, by Proposition 4.2, we can assume 
that d fails to satisfy the open hemisphere condition. It follows that each xi 
must lie in -.N(Z;“(M,), E); otherwise the subset, with at most c elements, 
of all those xi which do lie in -Jlr(Z”(M,), E) will fail to lie in an open 
hemisphere and so will contradict (1) of Proposition 2.4. A similar 
argument shows that lfil > pi for all i. 
Fix a prime p. We claim that there is a relation of type (4.5) for p. We 
apply the second condition of Theorem A, as it occurs in (2) of Proposi- 
tion 2.4. Thus, using the (c + 1)-element subset {xi, . . . . xc+ i}, and noting 
that d does not satisfy the open hemisphere condition, we must have either 
(1) some xi belongs to -.N’(C,(M,), E); or 
(2) all but at most one xi belong to N’(,EJM,), E). 
If, in case (1 ), i # c + 1 then (1) of Lemma 4.5 yields a relation of type (4.5). 
If, in case (2), j # c + l-so that xc + i belongs to N’(Z,(M,), &)-then (2) 
of Lemma 4.5 yields a relation of type (4.5). 
We have therefore shown that a relation of type (4.5) holds unless, 
possibly, x, + 1 E -.N’(Z,(iVi), E) or each xi with 1 <i< c lies in 
J1”G,(MC)? El. 
We now apply Proposition 3.6-with 9’ = { uq, . . . . u$:‘i }-to express d 
as a product of conjugates of special commutators which either have some 
entry repeated or which have the last entry distinct from ae:‘,. Because the 
overall set of entries does not increase, all these commutators will still be 
outstanding. Thus those commutators with a repeated entry must satisfy 
the open hemisphere condition (by (1) of Proposition 2.4 again) and so, by 
Proposition 4.2, must be trivial. Thus we may write d as a product of 
conjugates of commutators with last entry distinct from a$::. 
It follows that for each of these commutators either an entry other than 
the last (is ~5;: and so) has X-value in --Jlr’(Z,(M,), E) or the last entry 
(is at with i # c + 1 and so) has x-value in Jlr’(C,(M,), E). In either case, 
we can apply Lemma 4.5 and the techniques above to show that a relation 
of type (4.5) holds-with 1 a @-number. 
We have shown that a relation of type (4.5) holds for every prime p. It 
is now clear that it must also hold with I= 1; that is, that d must be trivial. 
Thus the proof of the proposition is complete. 
5. EPILOGUE 
We begin this section with a summary of the proof of Theorem A. All the 
components of the proof are present in earlier sections but-as the proof 
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is fairly long-we take this opportunity to collect the threads and remind 
the reader of the main steps of the proof. 
Proof of Theorem A. After the basic reduction described in Section 2.1, 
the first step of the proof is to establish Proposition 2.4 and to find an 
appropriate value of F. We then go on to use Lemma 2.6 to find the 
generating set 9’ and the relations &? for G together with a value for q. 
After also finding the relations 9+ arising from the finite presentation of 
G/y,(N) we can define the groups G, for each p which is either cc or the 
square root of an integer. 
The discussion ending Section 2.4 shows that it will suffice to prove that 
G, is finitely presented. To do this it will suffice to show that there exists 
a finite value pm of p so that, if p>p,, then the natural projection 
G, -++Q777 is an isomorphism. The natural projection G, ++ G, will 
then also be an isomorphism and G, will be finitely presented. (The given 
presentation for G, with finite p is, of course, finite.) 
To show that the projection G, ++ Gm is an isomorphism it will 
s&ice to show that the relations of types (3) and (4) but with J’&? 
replacing p hold already in G,. Since these generate the kernel of the 
natural projection, it will then be an isomorphism. 
We assume that values of z (as in Section 2.4) and po, pl, pz (as in Sec- 
tion 3) have been chosen. Let pm = p, + pz + 25. Suppose p > pm. Then all 
the conditions on p in the results of Section 4 are satisfied. By (1) of 
Proposition 4.4 the relations of type (3)-but with Jm replacing 
p-hold in G,. By Proposition 4.6 a similar statement is true for relations 
of type (4). This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem B. As indicated in the introduc- 
tion, we shall do this only very briefly. The techniques used are similar to, 
but much simpler than, those used for Theorem A. 
Proof of Theorem B. The first step is to prove an analogue of Proposi- 
tion 2.4. We then find generating sets 8 for N and Y: for y,.(Nkas 
G-operator groups. These should satisfy (bl) and (b3) (in the case of 5$ 
also (al)) of Lemma 2.6-which amounts in this case to little more than 
a straightforward application of Lemma 2.5. Since the assumptions of 
Theorem B allow an inductive assumption that G/y,.(N) is finitely presented 
we can again find a set of relations corresponding to 9 +. 
V&e now present G, by using the combination of the generating sets 
F u F-’ u 9, u q. The relations of type (1)-but involving two sets 9, 
and gC-occur as before. So do the relations of type (2). The relations of 
type (3) do not occur in this case whereas the relations of type (4) take the 
form 
[a,b/]=l 
with aE8, bEx, fEF* and IfI <p. 
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As in Section 2.4, G is a quotient of G, by the normal closure of finitely 
many elements and so it will suffice to prove that G, is finitely presented. 
It remains to prove that, for sufficiently large values of p, the relations 
[a, bf] = 1 with IfI = p hold in G,. The arguments involve a much 
simplified version of those in Section 4. We omit the details. 
We now turn to the two examples. Recall that the first was designed to 
show that our results genuinely extended those of Bieri and Strebel [4] 
and McIsaac [7]. It was also designed to show that the introduction of the 
Z,(-) rather than the C(-) does give rise to a larger class of examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Although this example has a triangular matrix representa- 
tion over the integers, the smallest useful representation we could find was 
of dimension 7. We have therefore taken an alternative approach to 
describing it. 
Let N,, be a free nilpotent group of class 2 on the free generating set 
{a, b, c}. Write 
d= Cc, bl, e = cc, al, f= Cb, al. 
Then N, has Hirsch length 6 and {a, b, c, d, e, f } is a Z-basis for it. Let 
N, be the Mal’cev completion of N,. Thus N, is a torsion-free divisible 
nilpotent group and every element of N, can be expressed in the form 
#bfi . . . eEfm, 
where a, /I, . . . . I$ are rational numbers. Finally, let N denote the set of all 
such elements with 
A straightforward check shows that N is a subgroup of N,. 
An easy check (or a simple argument using the freeness of N,) shows 
that N has commuting automorphisms x and y defined by 
u* = d, b”=b, cx = cl/l5 
uy=u 3 by = b’O, cY = cw 
Let G be the split extension of N by (x, y ). Then G is tinitely generated 
by {x, Y, a, b, c}. 
Our claims for G-that it is shown to be finitely presented by our criteria 
but not by any substantially simpler ones-can be shown by demonstrating 
the C-sets associated with G. We list these in the following table, leaving 
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the reader to check the details. We use the notation of the earlier part of 
the paper (see Section 2.1). Note that, for this group, 
Z’(M,) = C;(Mi) u qM,) u C;(M,). 
GW,)= {(LO), (0, I)}, 
We now turn to the second example. Recall that this is designed to 
furnish a finitely presented group which is nilpotent-of-class-2-by-abelian 
but which is not covered by the criteria in the theorems. 
EXAMPLE 2. The example is closely related to the group which is the 
quotient by the centre of the well-known S-arithmetic group of Abels [ 11. 
We shall present it as a matrix group in order to show that it is 
S-arithmetic. 
Let G be the group of all matrices of the form 
* 
2’+J 
0 
0 
* 
* 
1 
2' 
0 
0 
0 
* 
2 i+j 
0 
where “*” denotes an arbitrary element of Z[i]. Then it is easily verified 
that G is S-arithmetic-more precisely, {2}-arithmetic. 
Denote the 6-by-6 identity matrix by I and the 6-by-6 matrix which 
has entry 1 in the (i,j)-position and entry 0 elsewhere by Ei,j. Then the 
following is a generating set for G: 
x = diag( 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1); y=diag(2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1); 
a=Z+ E, 2; b=Z+E2,3; c=Z+ E4,5; d=Z+ E,,,. 
Thus G is a finitely generated group which is an extension of a nilpotent 
group of class 2 by an abelian group. 
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It is not difficult to calculate the Z-sets for G. Only the prime 2 has any 
relevance and we have 
Z;(M,)={(l,O),(o,l),(~,~)}; z;(M,)={(-1,0),(0, -1)). 
Thus condition (2) of Theorem A is violated, and Theorem A does not 
apply; nor, of course, does Theorem B. In fact more is true. Let GA be the 
group obtained from the group of Abels described in [l] by forming the 
quotient with the centre. It is then easy to verify that G and G, have the 
same values for their respective C-sets. But the group G, is infinitely 
presented whereas, as we show next, G is finitely presented. 
There are two possible ways to show that G is finitely presented. Firstly, 
we can easily write down a finite presentation on the above generating set. 
The required relations are of three types: 
(1) XYTYX. 
(2) Relations such as ax= a2 describing the action of x and y on 
a, b, c, d (there will be eight of these relations). 
(3) A finite set of relations giving a presentation for the finitely 
generated nilpotent group (a, b, c, d). 
It is then straightforward, although rather lengthy, to verify that these 
relations do, indeed, present G. 
The alternative method of showing that G is finitely presented is to use 
the theorem of Abels [2] on the finite presentability of soluble S-arithmetic 
groups. It is easily checked that the overlying algebraic group of G is con- 
nected. Thus, by Theorem 7.5.2 of [2], we can prove finite presentation of 
G by showing that the metabelian quotient G/G” is finitely presented and 
that the multiplier H,(N, Z) is finitely generated as EG-module. (Here N 
denotes the unipotent normal subgroup of G). The former is immediate 
since there is no pair of antipodal points in E’(M,) and the theorem of 
Bieri and Strebel [4] then shows that G/G” is finitely presented. Computa- 
tion of the multiplier shows that it is an 8-generator module (we omit the 
details) and so that G is finitely presented. 
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